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O
n February 2009, 7 days apart, two unusual collisions
presented as remarkable misfortunes took place. One it was

said to be the first to be noticed after Cold war, between
two nuclear-powered and armed submarines, that could have
released vast amount of radiation and scattered scores of
nuclear warheads across the seabed. The other, the first
between two intact low-Earth orbit satellites, that it will
lead to an expanding disaster involving Space debris.
This work, is assumedly directed to the way both situations were distributed in newspapers,
broadcasted in the World Wide Web and mitigated in prospects of agreements, and takes
from collision the conceptual framework of disruption and enunciation. Furthermore, it
looks at collision as the medium for mediatization and spatialization of the experience,
where the probability of an encounter is the condition of possibility, technological chance
and necessary component of resistance to the (in)visibility of power. The aim is to inquiry
concrete failures, focus on the relation between two events and not in the possible disaster, strong and at the same time fascinating and apocalyptic, regardless of what happened.
It questions how does this collisions build up and break down asymmetries? And, in particular, how does it unfold a conflict between a demand of recognition and a problem of
governance, able at deception.
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These two occurrences, the first between two nuclear-powered and armed submarines and
the first between two intact low-Earth orbit satellites, defined as collisions rather than epiphenomenons, shattered as disruptive instants, event-accidents whose impact was both an
instance of encounter between lines of events and of ideologies. The term, borrowed from
natural science, designates an (in)voluntary accident on account of a repulsive force that
one moving thing exerts on another. From the latim collidere_ co “together” + lædere “to
strike” was adopted to approach confrontation, instance of conflict between ideas, interests
or factions. Ready to be transformed in collusion: colludere_ co “together” + ludere “to play”.
For this work, although not necessarily synonym, collision shares semantic relationship
with adversity and misfortune, both as vehicle of tension and radical break on on-going
course (dis_course) that stresses technical and social machines as the spatial and politic
machinations. Constructed as paradigmatic “chance”, both collisions challenged discursive arrangements, compelled reflection on the foundations of State cohesion and the examination of prevailing conventions concerning overriding international state power. They
implied not only schema of political behaviour, privilege of relation to space but standard
for prevailing techno-scientific developments to be socio-constructed, transformed and/or
reinvented. Positioning this multiplicity, the analysis does not intended to find any single
answer but to draw its various projections together and acknowledge the phenomena that
gives rise to them.
The structure is enhanced under the format of an “almanac” as means of representation faithful to the
space where the collisions began to be constructed, the time they had been accompanied and maybe,
eventually created. The objective is to consider several discursive practices: cultural, geographic and
political, where international and relatively free spaces, are produced and interconnect forms of governance and/or dispute through socio-technical controversies and inquires.
The sequential arrangement of chapters divides the order of the letters in categories of analysis, and it
hides one of the characters only to be found in the visual edited material. At first, the description of the
collisions, mobilizing its own resources, to suggests the discourse of risk as both sign of inadequate
risk management and ultimately problem upon which risk management can demonstrate its effectiveness. Then, the presentation of 3 intertwining readings on themes that recur and interfere with one
another through the description and analysis.
Chapter m focuses on the cultural dimension of collision as spatial problematic with emphasis on
interpellation and the way both collisions have been effaced or defeated. What is questioned is not
a prioritization of the event-accident but rather an examination of the rules by which both events or
causes have been relegated to the status of misfortune, describing the role of the media event and its
performativity. In what circumstances are misfortunes likely to arise, and which developmental processes are likely to generate?
Chapter s investigates the production of relational and common spaces in the reproduction of the
historical geo-construction of the (high) seas and the (outer) space, questioning how international
law reflects the space of international politics and structures the present. In addition, it accepts misfortune as chance, a legitimate potential concept that sets the limits to develop and grow reliance and
adds accidental explanation to the conditional probability of an encounter.
Chapter x concerns the two apparently distinct but in fact closely related forms of staging disruptive
incursions into the normal patterns of technical organization and experience. To be seen as form of
conclusion, it returns to the preliminary question, considering what is previously made as open or
active in the social and cultural system, reason for the lack of i in the title. How does collision expose
technical processes to collusion? How does one account that disequilibrium? And, in particular how
do means/ends distinction processes expose themselves as morally neutral achievements?
For what concerns the distribution of pages, from now on, the left is dedicated to the sea, the right to
the space.
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Iruary
n the middle of the night, between the 3rd and 4th of Feb2009, although only confirmed 13 days later, two

submarines: the French Le Triomphant and the British HMS
Vanguard collided in a location not precisely disclosed deep
under the Bay of Biscay, in the North Atlantic Ocean while
conducting routine national patrols. Each of the submarines
involved in the collision were laden with nuclear reactors
and nuclear weapons powerful enough for 1,248 Hiroshima
bombings, according to anti-nuclear campaigners for The Independent. In a press conference Nations Defense Chiefs insisted that both submarines remained safe and that neither
the missile-launching capability nor the nuclear safety of the
submarines were affected.
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LE TRIOMPHANT

results 1-10 of about 141,000
for 2 submarines collide

O
n the 11th of February
2009 in Low Earth Orbit, at

790

100
Karman line
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IRIDIUM 33

11:45 am EST (0455 GMT)and
at an altitude of 490 miles
(790 km) above the Taymyr
Peninsula in Siberia, two satellites: the American Iridium
33 collided with the Russian Kocmoc 2251. According to an email alert issued
by NASA both spacecrafts
were destroyed. The crash
sent more than 1000 pieces
of debris (larger than 10cm)
off into space jeopardizing
other spacecrafts in the region, triggering an exponentially growing series of collisions and amount of space
debris whose escalation is
thought to eventually render space exploration, and
even the use of satellites,
unfeasible for many generations. In a retroactive analysis of debris and satellites
orbits, the Pentagon admitted that the capability of
the U.S Strategic Command,
agency responsible for space
surveillance are limited and
that it had made errors in
calculations.

2000
low Earth orbit

KOSMOS 2251

results 1-10 of about 942,000
for 2 satellites collideC7.8

Deep under the Sea
French and British nuclear submarines collide
The French Le Triomphant was powered with 4x533 for F17 torpedo
tubes and 16 M45 SLBM ballistic
missiles, each capable of delivering
6 warheads with a range of 3 000
miles, ready to be launched within
few minutes. Based at l’Ile Longue
[48°18’15”N 4°26’45”W] near Brest
in northwest France, Le Triomphant
is one of the 6 nuclear-powered and
armed submarines commissioned in
1997 by the French Nuclear Forces
(Force the Frappe) with a crew of 110
sailors on-board.
138m

149.9m

The British HMS Vanguard was powered with
4x21 torpedo tubes and 16 Lockheed Trident
2 D5 SLBMs ballistic missiles each capable
of delivering up to 12 warheads with a range
over 4 000 miles. Based at Her Majesty`s
Naval Base (HMNB), the Faslane naval base
[56°03’58”N 4°49’01”W] on the east coast of
Scotland _on the eastern shore of Gare Loch
in Argyll and Bute, Scotland, to the north of
the Firth of Clyde and 25 miles west of the
city of Glasgow , the Vanguard with a crew of
121 sailors on-board, is one of the 10 nuclearpowered and armed submarines commissioned in
1993 to maintain United Kingdom's strategic
nuclear independency with a “robust and reliable link with their Chain of Command on the
mainland”1.

[unknown]

Both come into contact during a classified exercise, or confidential operation
commensurate with security.
As modern nuclear-powered and armed
submarines, the French Le Triomphant
and the British HMS Vanguard are deceptive technical objects (Baudrillard,
1983; Virilio, 1984; Serres, 1990; Friedman,
2000; Mort, 2002; Hirst, 2005) carrying high

capable weapons. Devote to independent operation below water, this type
of submarines are designed to be quasiinvisible, as undetectable as possible.
Paradoxically, for this collision to happen, equipped with Sonar technology
supported with Anechoic tile to absorb
the sonar sound waves of active Sonar
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and attenuate the sounds emitted from the vessel
to reduce the range at which it can be detected by
passive Sonar. Nuclear-powered and armed submarines are built with an emphasis on Stealth,
furtive technology whose “power of disappearance” (Virilio, 1983) simultaneously support and
rely on the role of the State. Considered to be
the “strategic crown Jewell of nations”(Willet,
2009), the ideal platform for special operations
and the safest platform for nuclear weaponry
that provide an effective response to potential
threats, ensure undersea situational awareness
and decisive tactical advantage, whose primarily
defense lies in its ability to remain concealed in
the depths of the oceans. Often gravitating in the
same station ground, in quite and deep sectors
of the seas, a “dimensionality that subordinates
directionality”(Deleuze, 2007: 529) and allows submarines to fulfil their mission sailing on Homeland Security operational (deterrence) routine
patrols, 365 days of duties per year.

F

our months after the collision
being admitted
In the beginning of June 2009, the British Minister of Defense publicises information about the
acquisition of Deep Siren Tactical Paging, a system that allows submerged submarines to communicate regardless its speed or depth, as “the
first step towards a transformational capability
that will change the way we operate submarines
in the future”(Naval Force, 2007). Among additional features, this specific improvement, whose action and use challenges submarines autonomy
is thought to avoid future collisions between this
type of patrols. In addition, it enhances Naval
Force multi-mission requirements for operational flexibility associated with an absolutist view of
State sovereignty to possess nuclear weapons.
In spite of implicit endorsement of the states
prerogatives, covenants on the ideal of “open
world”, the one that Niels Bohr “regarding
the adjustment of international relations required by modern development of science and
technology”(Bohr, 1950:1) wrote to the United
Nations, assume this type of event-accident,
collision, to be a serious strain whose danger

and promise (involved in the technical
advances) have most forcibly stressed the
need for decisive steps towards openness
as a primary condition for the safety of ballistic missile nuclear-powered submarines
patrolling the sea, and consequently for
diplomatic relationship within the International community, the progress and
protection of civilization.
With complete immunity from the jurisdiction of any state other than their Home
State is attributed to warships in the art.8
of the 1958 Geneva Convention of the
High Seas and art.23 of the Geneva Convenction on the Territorial Sea, that states
parties neighbouring closed or semi-enclosed Sea as the Bay of Biscay should cooperate in the exercise of their rights and
in the performance of their duties under
the art.123 of the Convention of the Law
of the Sea. If France was not part of the
NATO Maritime Situational Awareness
program, the agency responsible for the
management of space-water, at the date of
the collision 2, would be an Anglo-French
joint Nuclear Commision set up in 1992
established a forum for strategic nuclear
cooperation and information sharing between Britain and France which also regulates nuclear submarine activities.
The total disguise, vast bureaucratic, cultural and military architecture of improved
deception and secrecy finds archetype in
the French Le Triomphant and the British Vanguard submarines:“black, silent
creatures, designed to disappear with
their deady cargos, thereafter to remain
unseen by the general citizenry”(Mort,
2002:1), “bigger, more destructive and
more accurate nuclear weapons and delivery platforms devised to accommodate
the standoff and the consequent defense
tragedies”(Mort, 2002:24) from the “way of
fighting as an irregular and piratic means
of battle”(Schmitt, 1963: 49). This attitude
disregards what legitimate international
powers allows to be done or thought. As
an example, the reluctance of the states

openness
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immunity

Law of the Sea

submarines autonomy
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implicated in the collision to admit and release
the exact location where the crash occurred, information that would help to determine which
Law regulates which Waters as it would also reveal the nuclear powered and armed submarine
routes. Even the British channel nesting ground,
door between the North Sea, territorial therefore
clausum Waters and the North Atlantic Ocean,
International liberum Waters: facts that can
compromise the safety and future operations of
these patrols and be advocated to display actions
and omissions.
Legally or illegally on his own count and risky
way,

If it takes a society that embodies a certain kind of (totalitarian) politics to make a system such as Trident a success
or to allow a technology as nuclear power to be regarded
as safe, then the weapons system and the nuclear power
plant come to exemplify those politics. It is not that the
politics preceds the production but that each creates the
other. (Mort, 2002: 25)

Despite the lack of information-sharing, lack
of add-on enhancement or operational “invisibility”, the first between two nuclear-powered
and armed submarines after the Cold War, when
mandatory, reciprocal dissuasion in the use of
Weapons whose power of destruction and extermination likely damaged International relations,
could have been avoided and, ultimately not even
possible if the key implications and assumptions
of possessing nuclear weapons would be altered
or reconsidered. A radical solution, retreat of
biopower in excess of sovereign right, that Foucault questioned to “expose not only its enemies
but its own citizens to the right of death”9 would
require, the detonation of the entire nuclear arsenal, perhaps as Jeffrey Kipnis projected on one
spot on the moon.

“This sovereign excess of biopower appears when it becomes technologically and politically possible for man
not only to manage life but to make it proliferate, to create living matter, to build the monster, and, ultimately,
to build viruses that cannot be controlled and that are
universally destructive.”(Foucault, 1997: 254)

But far from the Moonmark (Kipnis, 1991)extraordinary disarmament event whose capacity
could contribute to a changing political space,
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the “infinitesimal” coincidence involved in the
British and French operation at the same depth
and location deep under the Sea, silenced the
consequences whose potential is curiously traced
back to the etymology of the word risk. From the
Latim dangerous, shallow seas that comes from
the Greek navigation metaphor for “difficult to
avoid in the sea”, the word risk assumes a more
precise meaning taking in account the excessive
exposure of the collision noticed as remarkable
misfortune fit on our collective decision to survive and progress beyond our potential for massive self-destruction.

notes

“A comprehensive network of communications installations connects Britain’s nuclear fleet with the Commanderin Chief at Northwood, the Secretary of State for Defence
in London and the Prime Minister in order to authorise the
use of nuclear weapons and keep them under firm political
control.” SSBN operations and support in Royal Navvy main
website, viewed in 17 March 2007, <http://www.royalnavy.
mod.uk/operations-and-support/submarine-service/ballistic-submarines-ssbn>
1

On 11th march, 2009 the French government announced
the return to Nato, taking the seat left in 1966 on 11 June,
2009.
2

risk
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Low in Earth`s orbit
Russian and US satellites collide
The Russian Kocmoc 2251 was launched
from the Plesetsk Cosmodrome in
1993, the now Russian spaceport but
ex-Soviet Union secret launch site
for intercontinental ballistic missiles. It was originally deployed as
part of the larger Strela communication, a system designed to provide
encrypted information with the dual
purpose to supply defensive information and to gather strategic offensive data for the Armed Forces of the
Russian Federation. From a family of
2445 satellites with very different
roles but no apparent particular mission signed under Kocmoc name it was
(believed) deactivated 2 years after
its launch and kept intact as space
debris in its original orbit moving between 483 miles perigee and 498 miles
apogee with inclination of 74 degrees,
approximately.
2.04m x 2.04 m

2.5m x 4 m

[04:55GMT]

The US Iridium 33, equipped with seven processors connected by a custom backplane
network: one dedicated to each cross-link
antenna, four dedicated to inter-satellite
control to communicate with the neighbouring satellites and one spare. It was launched
in 1997 by Baikonur Cosmodrome, the world’s
first and largest operational space launch
facility in Kazakhstan managed jointly by the
Russian Federal Space Agency and the Russian
Space Forces. It was part of a system of 66 active satellites with 26 additional (spare) satellites kept in lower orbit to serve in the case
of failures. Moving between 478 miles perigee
and 485 miles apogee with an inclination of
86 degrees approximately, this satellite was
owned by Iridium Satellite LLC, a privately
held company based in the U.S., provider of a
global satellite voice and data communications solutions with complete coverage of
the entire Earth including oceans, airways
and even Polar Regions. According to the
Iridium’s website, this service is ideally suited
for industries such as maritime, aviation, government/military, emergency/humanitarian
services, oil and gas among others.
C17.18

informational age technical objects

Outer Space Treaty
epistemic dimension

Both come into contact while approaching the North pole, risk associated with
their flight path and altitude.
As fundamentally informational age
technical objects (Virilio, 1984; Serres, 1990;
Friedman, 2000; Hirst, 2005; Park, 2005) usually semi-independent computer controlled
systems equipped with Microwave radio
relay to transmit digital and analogue signals in concert with land and sea-based
stations, satellites such as the Iridium
33 and the Kocmoc 2251, are built to
support and enforce “the hypermodel of
security”(Baudrillard, 1983), the strategic
planetary control and its “dromological
domination” (Virilio, 1977), transmitting
data in real time. Designed to fall around
the orbital space and to lay siege on Earth,
the satellitar sphere “structures the global
imaginary, the socio-economic order, and
the tissue of everyday experience across
the planet” (Park, 2005) whose dimensionality reconfigures the landscape of struggle with benefit to the flow of information
as extraordinary means of control with
all the implications for power nexus that
arises when surveillance technologies
become the epistemic dimension for
the sovereign power (Giddens, 1990; Michel
Foucault, 1968).

T

hree weeks after the collision
In the beginning of March 2009, the Iridium service published that “the unique
architecture of Iridium`s fully-meshed
network of 66 satellites enabled the continuity of service to Iridium`s customers
while one of Iridium`s in-orbit spares
was prepared and manoeuvred into the
constellation”(Iridium, 2009). The complete and prompt substitution of the satellite lost with the collision owns its success
to the preparatory work on hazards management, responsibility for and to, control
all the possible events that intervene with
its general form of activity and its longterm economical security. In a harsh en-
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vironment such as the (outer)
space, the knowledge about
Low Earth orbit as becoming
congested with a diffuse mist
of space debris1, legacy of
51 years of human activity in
space where no satellite can
be reliably protected against,
“represents a growing threat
to the security of access to,
and use of, space”(Space Security, 2004) to be considered.
At a speed of around 17 000mph (27 340 Km/h)
relative to the Earth and nearly 22 000mph (36
000 Km/h)relative to one another, the first collision between two intact in-orbit satellites highlighted the destructive force of the growing threat
as gross misrepresented, high damaging and exponential producer of more space debris. Efforts
to track, catalogue and mitigate the presence and
the production of (new) debris through compliance with national and international regulation
are being done, although without an effectively
liable contract for damage. Under the art.8 of the
1967 Outer Space Treaty, and the art.3 of the
1974 Convention on Registration, nations retain
“jurisdiction and control” over their spacecrafts
even when inoperative and, shall be liable only if
the damage is its fault or the fault of other owners for whom they are responsible as well. Good
practice determines that operators should either
de-orbit or boost no longer operative satellites
into harmless parking orbits (graveyard orbits).
The manoeuvre is not always possible or done,
even if the technology for recovering defunct satellites exist, inoperative satellites as the Kocmoc
2251 are kept in high traffic commercially valuable orbital routes in an ungovernable way.
Furthermore, space-active nations as Russia,
U.S and China test anti-satellite technology
leaving behind all kinds of debris and destroyed
satellites. “More than 17 300 objects approximately 10cm large and over 300 000 measuring
between 1 and 10cm in diameter together with
billions smaller”(Secure World Foundation, 2008)
are being monitored. From the approximately
8000 satellites launched since space inception
until the beginning of 2009, more than 4000
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dependent on information provided by the U.S
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are spent and will remain in
orbit triggering collisions at
orbital velocities, threatening the ones carrying nuclear
reactors and the circa 3750
satellites in operation. Those
include (expanding applications) TV and radio broadcasting, mobile applications,
communication, navigation,
weather forecasting, earth
observation and/or monitorisation, humanitarian, scientific and military
services such as reconnaissance, anti-satellite,
and spy2 (nowadays as “Shadow” or of Stealth
kind). This is all supervised by the network of
cooperation between national space and defense
Agencies, strongly dependent on information
provided by the U.S Air Force Space Surveillance Network3 and the U.S. Strategic Command (Paglen, 2009), the agency responsible for
the space situational awareness operating since
June 1961, “leader in Strategic Deterrence and
Preeminent Global Warfighters in Space and Cyberspace” (Stratcom, 2009).
According to a retroactive analysis of debris and
satellites` orbit that the Pentagon undertook
to investigate the 11th February collision, 460
miles above the Taymyr Peninsula in Siberia, the
Iridium 33 would have miss the Kocmoc 2251 by
584 meters. If those satellites have actually collided or not it is difficult to assess, particularly
when involving near-polar orbits and ungovernable satellites. Experts in this subject recognise
that in such environment, the prediction of collision is difficult to make because changes in
satellite orbits occur due to solar radiation and
gravitational effects of the Moon and the Earth,
and some debris erratic orbit can defeat tracking and surprise satellite controllers. The NASA
scientist Donal J. Kessler goes further and investigates (since 1978) these surprises as an exponential threat, called Ablation Cascade, whose
escalation can eventually render space exploration, and even the use of satellites unfeasible for
many generations. Triggered by the explosive
destruction of satellites, the resulting debris with
various velocities, may jeopardize other satellitesC21.22

reliance

rules of the road
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and even end with the possibility of other satellites to be
placed in orbit. The Ablation
Cascade, also Known as the
Kessler syndrome, is conceived as space debris filling
the sky and forming a barrier,
impossible to permeate, similar to John Barnes`s speculative fictions on Apocalypses
and Apostrophes chapter on
the Convenant Stars (Barnes,
1998).
Despite the difficulty and the need to supervise
the movement of all objects in space, the limited technological superiority, space-active Nations actions and rivalry, covenants of reliance
are working on a global framework to deal with
savagery through treaties, agreements and other
technology that include security and salvage measures to ensure a correct management of all activities in (outer) space. China and the European
Space Agency (ESA) are developing their own
systems for space surveillance and Russia is working on the better performance of its facilities.
Furthermore, and given the uneven results of past
efforts by individual Space-active Nations, the
importance and vulnerability of satellites and the
growing environment of dangerous debris that
surrounds the Earth, together with the first collision between two intact satellites, as proof of failure, an International code of conduct for Responsible Space-Faring Nations, as rules of the road
(transferred form the Law of the Sea), has been
drafted by the Council of the European Union as
part of the United Nations`s space Policy. Endorsed by multiple stakeholders in space, including governments, officials, non governmental
organizations and military personnel, the draft is
thought to “insure the safe operation of satellites,
while at the same time increase the cooperation in
Space, thereby reducing tensions that might lead
to Space warfare” (Stimson, 2009) and is becoming
widely accepted.

C23.24
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Space debris referred include spent satellites, “cast yo-yo
de-spinners” (used to de-spin spacecrafts after launch), tools
droped during Space walks, discarded rocket upper stages
and fragmentary remains of craft that have exploded or broken
up and involved in more than 200 explosions ocurred until the
date.
1

Spy satellites are used to to photograph targets in the
ground, intercept communications and search for signs of
nuclear testing among other strategic features.
2

3 A network of 29 globally-distributed optical telescopes and

radars and one sensor tracking objects in orbit and determinC25.26
ing its position at a moment in time.

Deep under the Sea, Out in E
As first, unpredictable, unforeseable
or unusual if not simultaneously,
both of the collisions become subject
for exposure, demanded explanation
and/or demonstration. Its impact
destroyed the pattern of risk where
the prediction moved: being it the
shadow of past negative effects or the
landscape of future similar events,
and opened door to the recognition
of failure and to attempts to overcome
(or improve) if not to silence and/or
deceive.

W

ithin a determinable site, the
work of the media provisionally framed
the undecidable context including remote influences as those of Hiroshima`s
Little Boy1 force, as awful warning of the
horror that nuclear form of weaponry
contain, and of obsoleting the satellitar

m
edia
isfortune

obilization

anipulation

odernity

Earth`s orbit as
In the Media frame
sphere, as harbour hostile to man. Whether they are paragon of potential disasters, controlled events, discursive disruption for expropriation of former powers we cannot be sure
neither verify. The way in which contemporary culture seems to privilege a relationship to
space, is directly linked to the growth of mediation and in particular the growth of communication and information technology where, according to Hans Magnus Enzensberger,
its use presuposes manipulation and, its “decisive political factor [which has been waiting,
suppressed or crippled for its moment to come] is their mobilizing power” (Enzensberger,
1970). As case, the power involved in discourses devised to denounce and to lay stress on the
motifs, to aware instability and the contracts it is needed to sign. Its pressing issue reports
social mediation and politic mitigation.
Furthermore, political communication concerning government operations, as both collisions outlined, consists of signs or lack of constructive clarity difficult to infer meaning or
to proper disclose and draw irresistibly the attention and interest to newspapers, periodic
publications, TV as to internet and other “hybrid forums” (Callon, 1991:18). The media are
full of similar stories or collisions where it doesn't matter what is worthy to be documented,
remembered or analysed. In light of growth in the amount of information released, meantime, its idea and proliferation of messages and sensory demands (virtual visualization and
statistic resources) extends the concept of repulsion that Gillo Dorfles reflect as and in Horror Pleno (2008) and reveal lack or loss of interval. The same (in)civilità dei rumori, Guy
Debord (1967; 1998) perpetrated as distractions from the myriad of ways generalized secrecy permeates the political body calling it the “show-biz” society, and, Michael de Certeau
(1984) denounced it as expression of culture as a practice, nevertheless imposing meaning.
For Certeau, to question the authenticity of the real is not even an option, since discourse
assumes the role of practice and constitutes the real. In his words “the breath and extension
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of the real are forever designated and considered as meaningful solely within the bounds of
a discourse” (Certeau, 1975: 21). From this point of view, the event created and managed by or
in the media (included film, radio, television, press and internet) constitutes the departurepoint for an authoritarian production of meaning, effective sign, opportunity or agent of
change and determining imperative that those involved (both committed and uncommitted)
in the collision must recognize.
Politics does not assume hapiness, nor does it give meaning to things. It creates or it refuses conditions of possibility. It prohibits or it allows; it makes possible or impossible.(Certeau, 1974: 118)

No matter how singular, irreducible, stubborn, distressing or tragic the “reality” to which it refers, “actuality”
comes to us by way of a fictional fashioning. It can be analysed only at the cost of a labor of resistance, of vigilant
counter-interpretation, etc. (Derrida, 1996: 3)

Confusing the boundaries between the actual and the fictional, collision perishes as facts,
data and event-accident. Noticed as to legitimate them as categories of remarkable misfortunes, lying outside the bounds of rational explanation and on the boundaries of our
concerns about stability and welfare, the past February 11th and 16th mentions of strong
events, raised heterogeneous questions, result of the still on-going historical spacial process that relate unfortunate conditions to mechanisms and procedures that Foucault (1968)
describes as “securing power”. In his analyses of apparatuses of security, Foucault presents
the ancient Greek ethics of bad fortune to define a satisfying well-structured model that is
maximally free and naturally less susceptible to the threat of disunifying society. The reason
is not to control or explain misfortune but to reinforce norms.
To be sure, in Foucaults`s "ontology of actuality", misfortune comes to be “countered by a
system of legality and a system of regulations, which was basically intended to prevent... and
ensure that it cannot take place at all” (Foucault, 1968: 31)
The diagram of power relations [ can only be actualized ] in the form of action and reaction and by setting free a
multiplicity of forces that refuse integration.(Wallenstein, 2009: 40)

Framed by and for the media apparatus the misfortune prevails, as always from a contradiction of double postulate: it demonstrates that risks have been inadequately managed (recognition of impotence) and a belief in the possibility to prevent them to happen and ensure
that they cannot “come” again (power to eradicate threats). Manifested in the realm of discourse itself, misfortune bears two concrete possibilities: one it can be said to dominate
an historical context _cultural, geographic and political exercise of power. The other is to
be dominated; regulated within the determination of knowledge, the “incorporeal effects”
of the condition of possibility, which Foucault (1963; 1966) relates to meaning-event and
Deleuze (1990; 1993) both as integrating-movement and as being exhausted.
The combinatorial is the art or science of exhausting the possible through inclusive disjunctions. (Deleuze, 1993:
154)

Following the idea, Gilles Deleuze in Essays Critical and Clinical, explains the depotentialization of space as constitutive of the event before and in place of the encounter that would
be at the centre of the given frame, square or stage. Drawing on Beckett`s Quad, he writes
that the potentiality of a square is the possibility that the four moving bodies that inhabit it
will collide, and “the center is preciselly that place where they can run into each other; and
their encounter, their collision is not one event among others, but the only possibility of
an event _ that is, the potentiality of the corresponding space” (Deleuze, 1993: 164). Where
the avoidance of the centre is the exhaustion of possibilities, Deleuze closes the paragraph
affirming that “to exhaust space is to extenuate its potentiality by making any encounter
impossible”(Deleuze, 1993: 164). 1.It is not cancellation but foreclosure of a space enraptured

m
edia

with potentialities for as long it makes possible the realization of events.
For the moderns, this may correspond to the homogeneous and equal
hegemonic space aspired by the totalising control caused by the complexity of the phenomenons of formation, transformation and use of spatial
structures. An example, about the scope of total architecture (here to be
understood as praxis) as an all controlling system prepared to assume the
historical lead is denounced by Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter in Collage
City (1984) on the chapter Collision City and the Politics of Bricolage,
where the process of design is only a secondary act, whose purpose is obilization
to recognise and harmonise the consequences of the conquest of space,
or of its initial intervention. The city in collision is a practice icon that anipulation
represents a society in mutation, notion reinvigorated by the exploration
of a heterogeneous, yet relative space that Zygmunt Bauman calls Liquid
Modernity (2000). In an attempt to grasp the current state of modern society as a state of uncertainty in demise of narrative and inevitable consequence of an eroded territorial state power, he reflects the diminishing role of the spatial dimension of social life and highlights the central importance of the
flow of time and social change. Increasingly mobile and evasive forms of power coincide
with new forms of legal regulation and domination associated with predictability, security,
safety, trust and reliability. For Bauman, international law and nation state legal system
take repressive measures increasingly uncertain and significantly contribute to this strategy
adapted to social liquidity, where the potentiality of order relies on the simplification of the
world's complexity.
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According to Deleuze “potentiality is a double possible. It is the possibility that an event, in
itself possible, might be realized in the space under consideration: the possibility that something is realized itself, and the possibility that some place is realizing it”(Deleuze, 1993: 163).
In this perspective, the particular dynamics of potentiality in a global common space may
actually contribute to define that common, and its geohistory to expose the changing nature
of international relations from a community of sovereign, independent states (were issues
where typically regulated within a bilateral framework) to a system of highly interdependent
actors that share a commonality of interests and to which the global common spaces own its
potentialities: limits and possibilities.
Described as those portions of the planet that lie beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, the global common is an area/space over which there is no exclusive title. Such a
definition, in contrast to specific rules for governing local or state territory evokes the
law of international spaces and ensure (for what concerns this analyses) the law of high
seas, the air space above them, the outer Space and the radio spectrum. The escalating demands of exclusive rights over these areas/spaces resulted in a degree of regulation in the international system, reflexive of the “doctrine of raison d`etat”(Heinecke,
1957; Schmitt, 1950) and the possibilities to restrict its cause.
Both the (high) Sea and the (outer) Space are free to be explored and used by all
states, maintained as holistic, equitable and unified spaces recognized and regulated
by the International organization “founded for the purpose to further co-operation
between nations on all the problems of common concern”: the United Nations. They
have no authority from a sovereign but are capital and technological intensive (even if
just from few) and act as plenums (Friedman, 2000; Hirst, 2005; Schmitt, 1950; 1963) in the
global struggle for sovereignty both in and inter states. The legal status of activities, its
particular rules and general principles have been designed by state Parties to its Treaties, as inclusive systems and primary instrument whose application and enforcement
vary according to the type of common space approach in place.

T

he World`s oceans and Seas were, for
centuries, perceived as the free horizon of abstract distances, unlimited and pure wilderness,
given the seafaring technologies. It was space
for daring adventures, active economic intercourse and self-enlightenment, offering opportunities to dwelt or sail and to chart (un)charted
lands. With scientific and technical improvements to the best of the military, commercial or
simply recreative abilities, the immensity of the
seas was circumscribed, “enclosed” or hedged
by sovereign policies. Nevertheless, left fluid
and open rather than singular and close.
At a time seized as much as possible, others
freed to suit competing ocean governance systems, the seas (world ocean) required organization, large investments both in risk undertaking

(as for the birth of the insurance), capitalist accountancy, complex patterns for
power and control that enable stewarship
but not ownership, geopolitical landscape and force-field arena for the history
of international relations, and fundamental contributor to Modern science1.
When examined, every allusion to a crisis increased the allusion to transform
its space. The seas where the submarine
effected a “consistent spatial change because it was purely a maritime means of
combat”(Schmitt, 1950: 314) and “opened
up an unexpected deep dimension beneath the surface”(Schmitt, 1963: 70),
suit an “intensive rather than extensive
space” (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987: 528).
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A space of affects, “filled with events or
haecceities”(ibid: 528). “Occupied first by the
fleet in being then by the perpetual motion of
the strategic submarine” (ibid: 530), the sea,
archetype of smooth space become the archetype of all striations. Striated as result of
navigation and function of astronomical and
geographical gains, the sea “become smooth
space again, in the strangest of reversals, for
the purpose of controlling striated space more
completely”(ibid: 530), referring the greater
power of deterritorialization that which for
Deleuze “does not preclude reterritorialization but posits it as the creation of a future new
Earth.”(Deleuze, 1991: 88).
The period opened at the end of the 15th century, with every part of the planet accessible,
encompassed and measured by global consciousness, resume this idea. The interests in
national securities, the enforcement of laws to
protect coastal and colonial states commerce
and maritime resources, no longer concerned
with such maritime areas as the Mediterranean,
the Adriatic, or the Baltic seas, but with the entire globe including all oceans and other seas
gives rise to the total decision for international
law (in the 16th and 17th centuries).
As Schmitt poses it, a spatial, political and juridical system considered to be mutually binding in the conduct of international affairs, “culminated in a balance of land and sea – in the
opposition of two orders that determined the
nomos of the Earth precisely in their mutual
tension”(Schmitt, 1950: 173) and was embodied
in European ius gentium, European International law. In its perspective “all” land on Earth
was striated, “potential state territory or potential colonies” and the Sea, “remained ouside
any specific spatial order: it was neither state or
colonial territory nor occupiable space. It was
free of any type of state spatial sovereignty”(ibid:
172)_ smooth but able to be striated.
According to Denis Cosgrove in the Apollo`s
Eye, Sea powers and thalassocracies of the preglobal order lacked on a agreed, global geopolitical space as consequence of the mode of its
representation. For Cosgrove, the “graphic

record of practical wayfinding, the portolanos2 decentered the conceptual and
imperial spatiality of the Apollonian vision of the globe”(Cosgrove, 2003: 85) and
the extension of the Tordesillas line by
the Saragossa treaty (in 1526), serve as
one of the examples. Drawn through the
Pacific, the boundary between land and
sea shifted arbitrarily to either side of the
raya thought to determine the spacial order of Christian empire, and to divide the
oceanic globe between the Portuguese
and the Spanish crowns (prior sanctioned
by Pope Juluis II in 1494). This European feudalism command of the sea and
medieval Christendom global lines of
division, were part of the initial attempts
to deal with the loss of stability granted
in the immense distances of the overseas
regions and have been promptly replaced
by the friendship lines, the amity lines by
France and England to balance the distribution of power in Europe. First agreed
in 1559, the amity lines set the geographical boundary where Europe ended
and the New World began: “beyond the
line was an overseas zone in which, for
want of any legal limits to war, only the
law of the stronger was applied. The characteristic feature of amity lines consisted
in that, different from rayas, they defined
sphere of conflict between contractual
parties seeking to appropriate land, precisely because they lacked any common
presupposition and authority”(Schmitt,
1950:94). Unable to operate successfully
with respect to the challenges and global
economic problems of Machiavellism, the
attempts to establish sovereignty over the
(high) seas in order to monopolize trade
and even fishing, with cannon-armed caravels failed in favour of the establishment
of a Free Sea governing the use and access
of the seas.
Directed against land and sea-appropriations, mainly Portuguese and Spanish claims but also English monopoly,
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the writings of Hugo Grotius The Freedom of
the Seas, Or, The Right which belongs to the
Dutch to Take Part in the East Indian Trade,
on behalf of the Dutch East India Company to
protect Dutch interest in the (high) seas recaptured and jurisprudentially grounded a clear
expression of ius naturalis to reinforce the
insufficiency of ius gentium rules. Its Law pertain to the indivisible res communis, matter of
common use and traditional formula of ownership legacy of Roman private Law. Although in
undeveloped form, res communis is traced back
to Gaius, the celebrated jurist from the II century and implies that the property is “common
by ius naturale, but their use is subject to the
ius gentium"(Fenn, 1925:720) - belongs to the
International community entirely, or is shared

jointly by all. They may be owned by no one.
The decider, main founder of the law among
nations, stated the fundamental precepts and
systematization of the sea as international territory and free to the use of all nations, admitted the “will” as a source of law to advocate
state jurisdiction over coastal waters and to articulate the principle where “nature knows no
sovereigns”(Grotius, 1609: 21). For the benefit of
every state, Grotius recommended that “on the
open sea, should be no limits, no boundaries,

no consecrated sites, no sacred orientations, no law and no property”(Schmitt,
1950: 43). Accepted by all Nation-states
of Europe, the Grotian international law,
favoured nations with considerable naval
fleets to their advantage as it allowed uninterrupted passage for warships around
areas of political and military influence.
Accordingly, the system of open waters in
Schmitt`s accounts “implied that every
state has a right to pursue war with all the
modern military means at its disposal – to
lay mines, and even at the cost of third parties, to take prizes and booty”(ibid: 176). In,
this context, international law endorsed the
existing exclusive domination and power
relationships, with no bound nor norms
along with consent-based methods as superior force existed to coerce States into
compliance. At the same time typical and
atypical of the relationship between states
with equal access to common resources and
solely interest in augmenting their power,
the transition that broke the late Middle
Ages teleology and established the Modern
system of “mature absolutism”(Heinecke,
1957) saw from the “Age of Discovery”
until the 19th century the “wealth of content in the idea of raison d`etat that does
not allow itself to be forced into the close
fetters of an abstract definition”(Heinecke,
1957: 207).
The attitude based on the notion of a community of independent, sovereign states in
which the sovereignty of a state could only
be restricted through its consent and where
issues were typically regulated within a bilateral framework, changed at the end of
the nineteenth century. In a period of rapid
political and technological evolution characterized by the entrance of other nations
in interrelated developments both in dispute resolution and activities that included
fishing, shipping of goods, hydrocarbon
and mineral extraction, naval missions
and scientific research. But, the watershed
moment in international Law and politics
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occurred during the cold War era of 1958
with the establishment of a system of rules for
independent “parties” to share a commonality of interest and an increasing confidence in
third-parties as regulation of specific freedoms
that preceded the current Law of the Sea: the
1982 United Nations Convention on the Law
of the Sea (UNCLOS). With general codes on
stewarship, certain rules of the road as disciplinary regulations to prevent collisions, states
participating in common activities are obliged
to consider the impact of their activities on the
other participants and to share its resources
together with all mankind. Beyond the territorial waters (12 extended from the 3 nautical
miles according to the cannon shot), where the
coastal states can exercise sovereign jurisdiction, a contiguous and an exclusive economic
zone, all compressing 200 nautical miles, the
(high) seas come to form a single great common in which one can move, relatively free.

notes

in The Pentagon of Power, Lewis Munford explains the
mariner need for safety in approaching land, and the need
to take sounding and accurately record of their measurements that made quantitative observation a habit among
seafares. And, the need to respond to, and if possible forecast the changes of weather that led to constant observation
of the clouds, the winds, the color and motion of the water
among with other “virtuos” technological socio-advances.
1

called rutters or portolanos in English, these maps
were also produced by Islamic chartmakers using Arabic
compasses and astrolabes to develop a mode of charting
maritime space from coastal traverses: the edges of known
space.
2

S

pace was, until the 20th century
beyond human influence, but conceivable to envelop and encapsulate the sea,
the land and the cosmos, physical entire
universe beyond (Schmitt,1950). Its systematic exploration, as the heavens above laid
open long since the “Age of Discovery”,
focusing mainly on the bright starry sky,
the orderly motion of planets and falling bodies, space-measuring and timekeeping, as on repetitive and determinable laws (Cosgrove,2003). The conquest of
(outer) Space, beacon of human achievement belong to the Modern age and was
considered extraordinary success that
required (as still does) exceptional combination of creative technology, administrative genius, political will and sense of
opportunity.
Under the atmosphere of Cold War, with
the then U.S President Dwight D. Eisenhower publicly recalling the Grotian Mare
Liberum, or The Freedom of the Seas for
the Freedom of Space (in 1955) and the
Soviet placement of the first artificial satellite, the Sputnik I in orbit, the history of
Space age perpetuate a inextricable link
to the nuclear arms race. As part of the International Geophysical Year, the launch
of Sputnik I on 4 October, 1957 founded
the new branches of civilization remote
from Earth. Launched by carrier rocket
vehicle, based on ballistic missile technology with respect to the laws of physics and
concerns about the safety of the population beyond, the Sputnik achievement
expressed Russia advance in the range
and precision of missile's technology.
With desirable direction to the east, over
water and large components that can fly
only once, what gives it an image is “if it
moves fast enough, of course, an object
escape the Earth altogether. If it is not
fast enough, it falls on Earth”(Friedman,
2000: 13).
The reaction was broadcasted as:

s

The dominant conflict of our time,
the Cold War is present, as everyone
known in a state of balance between
Russia and the West and in between
of those people who are called uncommitted, and who may determine
who wins. The peoples of Asia, the
avage
new East and Africa. Russia already
alvage
enjoys one great attraction for these
eapower
important people and their ambition
pacerace
is to pull themselves up from poor
eafaring
paceweapon
agrarian countries to modern indusubmarine
trial nations. They tend to admire
atellite
Russia ... and now that Russian has
bitten the West most advanced nation in the fringes of (outer) Space
their admiration for Russia can be
expected to increase. And maybe
another consequence Russia had
been in recent months threatening nations who led bases
to America. Those threats had not been taken seriously but
now that the world knows that it took a far more powerful
projectile than that America possesses to push the satellite
into its orbit in Space. Due to that Russia threats will be more
effective now on... (CBS News, 1957 reaction to Sputnik as
broadcasted by ZDS television)
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Orchestrated as status symbol with impact above
Washington (and concerns on the World opinion) the presence in orbit ignited superpowers'
space rivalry (between the US western capitalist
and the USSR eastern communist block) with
purposes beyond that of measurement, explanation and reconnaissance. Able to display significant infrastructures and to reach "new geographies" (Hirst, 2005), the (outer) Space is a political
issue before it is an economic or scientific one.
The period opened at the end of the 50s, with
the advance of technology, conflicting uses and
persistent competition taking place on (outer)
space, turned those areas into de facto “properties” of developed countries: military and economically powerful prioritizing the possibility to
conduct non-contact wars. Although in practice
discovery, exploitation, occupation and expansion as old principles of acquisition of property
were legally invalid, issues concerning equal
access where equal oportunities are technologically defeated and competition purchased, as ultimately capable to undermine its outcome start
to be debated together with those respecting the
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(high) seas. Beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction, a series of negotiations in the
context of the UN Law of the Sea Convention in parallel with the Committee on the
Peaceful Use of Outer Space (COPUOS)
agreed to expand on the legal nature of
natural resources. Driven by the aim of
becoming a general legal principle, a reexamination of the Roman res communis omnium, res communis humanitatis
(Latin translation of Common Heritage
of Mankind) was introduced in June 1967

by the Ambassador Aldo Armando Cocca
of Argentina to restrain the notion of the
Freedom of Space, and later suggested, on
November 1967, by the Maltese Ambassador Arvid Pardo, delegate to the UN, to
restrain the Freedom of the Seas.
Its distinction and need, as recent achievement in the international legal system,
thought to assign mankind as the owner
and as legal personality, aimed to reduce
or manage the interaction between States
at common levels. Whether it is a valid
mechanism for compulsory arbitration
or jurisdiction it is not yet clear neither
consensual (Baslar,1998), but based in concepts of regulation, welfare conditionality, warfare capability, obligations to res

s

communis humanitatis, right
and responsibilities, the contractual governances agreed
that the concept provides certain elements' characteristics
pace
more functional and that it
avage
presents the source and the
alvage
emergence of (outer) space
eapower
as a collective project where
pacerace
eafaring
states no less than other jupaceweapon
ridical and natural person
ubmarine
atellite
exist in a relational system
that imposes limitations and
guide of behaviour within
a more or less open field of
possibilities. In all accounts
of morality it represents a
code of ethics needed, at least to avoid and prevent harm to others.
With the fall of the Berlin wall on 9 November
1989 both former Parties joined forces as business partners in an ever-increasing effort to exploit space for commercial purposes on Earth,
particularly for what regards satellite telephone
communications, television and Earth observation for weather forecasting, regional planning
and global navigation. Expressed by the many
ways space business is involved in the (outer)
space as “settlements” vital to contemporary
civil and military capabilities, the presence in orbit provides literal, informational, metaphorical
and virtual territory of unlimited potential. It is
considered to be the “ultimate high ground” for
robots and satellites, as automated pilots to position nodes of contact and lay down footprints, as
connections and means of communication across
huge distances. In accordance, “the geography
of occupation thus completed a ninety-degree
turn: the imaginary “orient” - the exotic object of
colonization – was no longer beyond the horizon,
but now under the vertical tyranny of western
airborne civilization that remotely managed its
most sophisticated and advanced technolocigal
platforms, sensors and munitions in the spaces
above”(Weizman, 2007:237).
The technical issues involved in the colonization
of the interplanetary orbital sphere, serve “pow-
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savagery

er complex`s restrictive purposes: the expansion of its own structure and the extension of its own mode of control”(Mumford,
1964: 303) where:
Man-carrying rockets and Space station are not inevitable or unavoidable innovations: they are the projection in concrete form of morbid military obsessions, and they arise solely out of the apprehension
that the equally obsessed enemy may gain an advantage by establishing exclusive access to Space. Our
leaders seem to believe that they hide that nature of
their homicidal fantasies by calling the appropriate
weapons “hardware”. (Mumford, 1964, p.305)
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For this, the past February collision
opened to public scrutiny, a common
where a certain supremacy, the US surveillance control, can hide standard procedures and savagery justify the (outer)
Space as a place of struggle for the integrity of nature and humanity on the same
stand. Where, the public presentation of
the Sputnik I, recalls Rem Koolhaas (1978)
description of the theatrical show of the
Elish Otis elevator and its changes in the
Manhattan skyline. In Delirious New York,
a Retroactive Manifesto for Manhattan he
tells us of the disaster as part of the success of the invention: “Like the elevator
each technological invention is pregnant
with a double image: contained in its success is the spectre of possible failure. The
means of averting that phantom disaster
are almost as important as the original
invention itself”(Koolhaas, 1978: 27). The
same that we can link with Paul Virilio`s
foreword to the Unknown Quantity exhibition where “the invention is just a way
of seeing, of grasping accidents as signs,
as opportunities” (Virilio, 2003: 8).
This is, the dominant response in many
social sciences supporting the theory of
“reflexive modernity” (Beck, Giddens and
Lash, 1995) and constructivist approaches
concerning science and technology studies (Callon, 2001). The accident as a new
beginning.
C41.42

Besides the accident-events produced, machines have always been fascinating. They
follow its function, determined as part of
culture body of knowledge and values and
as mediators between man and nature,
artifact-ideas “that leads to technocratic
yearning for unconditional power.
The desire for power confirms the machine as way to
supremacy and makes of it the modern philtre.(Simondon, 1980 :2)

Satellites and submarines, both grasp a
similar logic of power, authority and control, they are “tools” for international policy-making and for the on-going process by
which national economies, societies and
cultures have become integrated and even
dependent in global spanning networks.
Both in-between and above sovereignties.
Its radical nature, as technological developments, leads to: a dimension of strategy
to control the technology already available,
either through treaties, agreements and/
or other technology, where mastery is to
act in advance. As to, the reformulation of
the terms intended to prevent the strengthening of the “enemy”, if not to exhaust the
space, in the case of the state absolutist
power itself.
Thought as linked to the expansion of new
military equipments and devises, satellites
and submarines failure justify an urgent
critical rethink on the appropriateness,
on the intensification of the mediation of

x
violence as on the dispute to mastery the control of mass destruction and/or informational
technologies. Both collisions serve as examples in this case. They revealed the multiplicity of
issues and matters of concerns associated with the power of the socio-technical inquire as they
also raised both visible and datable the problems with its control.
Insofar collision reproduce the conditions as an appropriate narrative, and collusion follows,
as necessary, its performativity, the February 11th and 16th events without past revealed the
importance of achieving consensus and legitimacy for the control of information by the media
conveys. Both assumed failure, inevitability and its risk as cause of distress. Over its visibility
collision created a certain uncertainty about scientific and technological advances and raised
controversies that goes from the construction of a commonality drawn as “a set of persons
united not by a property, but indeed, from a duty or a debt” (Esposito, 1998: xiii), bound to the
sacrifice of compensatio, to the significance of technical objects “where maximum perfection
coincides with maximum openness” (Simondon, 1958: 5) and whose relational power and creative
invention is driven by the event.
On the Mode of Existence of Technical Objects (1958), Gilbert Simondon investigates the demand to neutralize the link between antagonism and productivism exactly on concepts such as
concretization and “associated milieu”. Ontologically, both means that what is outside presents itself as internal to the technical object, the situation in which,
the machine is a result of organization and information, it resembles life and cooperates with life in its opposition to
disorder and to the levelling out of all things that tend to deprive the world of its powers to change.(ibid: 9)

Milieu is the concrete topographical but also epistemological center for Simondon, not visible neither given to public by policy. It is a way of doing politics, and to investigate issues
whose response is not consistent within the context, as Michel Callon in Acting in an Uncertain
World: an Essay on Technical Democracy takes into account to pose the enrichment done by
socio-technical controversies. He distinguishes risk from uncertainty precisely cause the first
is closely associated with that of rational decision: “a well identified danger associated with a
perfectly describable event or series of events”(Callon, 1991: 19), it is indispensable for understanding the choices made by the decision makers and does not enable us to describe situations
of uncertainty.
Although,
The most revealing examples of the situation of radical uncertainty correspond to what are called development risks.
(ibid:21)
Uncertainty “focus essentially on the causal chain” (ibid: 24). It is not to be denied, but acknowl-
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edged as a characteristic of both the experience of misfortune and the process of dealing
with it: its interpretation. Reason to encourage
suspicion, mistrust and speculation on the appearance of lack of control, its silence or secrecy.
Opacity dissolves gradually, and situations of uncertainty
in which the hypothesis of a danger emerges are distinguished from each other by the precision of observations
and explanations... the uncertainties surrounding the encourage of the informal and sometimes wild development
of hypothesis that are not yet verified and are often not immediately verified.
Controversies focuses on plausible but fictional scenarios
that provide acceptable interpretations of observed facts.
(ibid: 22)

Increasingly relied upon rational explanation
and probability to describe causation and distribution of misfortune, the political, moral
and cosmological concept addressed by Foucault in Security, Territory, Population (1968)
would deserve a further analyses here. At the
limit of deterministic laws lies the strong theoretical and theological grounds addressed to
the (high) seas and the (outer) space natural
resources where from “natural law attempts by
the justness of the ends, to justify the means,
and positive law to guarantee the justness
of the ends through the justification of the
means”(Benjamin, 1921: 278) collision appeared
to be morally neutral.

x
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In the course of the research, primary sources
were explored at a number of locations. Those
directly referred to the
collisions are located online in the following main websites:
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United Nations and Campaing for Nuclear
Disarmament
Iridium, United Nations, NASA Orbital
Debris Program Office, United States
Strategic Command, Union of Concerned
Scientists, Heavens Above, Wired magazine, Ars Technica, Astronautix, The
Space Review essays and commentary about
the final frontier, Space Security and
Secure World Foundation
Reuters, The Times, The Independent,
Daily Mail, BBC News and CBS News
references:
L.Willett of the Royal United Services Institute (London) in J.F. Burns,
“French and British Submarine Collide”
NY Times. February 2009, visited in 16
March 2009,
<http://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/17/world/
europe/17submarine.html?ref=world>

“Linking Under the Sea to the surface,
Land, Air and Space” Deep Siren actical
Paging System: On-Call Tactical Communications to Submarines for Naval Force
Interoperability, visited in 17 March
2009, <http://www.raytheon.com/capabilities/
products/deepsiren/>

Iridium provides Update on Satellite
Constellation in Press Releases, Iridium
Everywhere, visited in 11 March 2009,
<http://iridium.mediaroom.com/index.php>

Space Security Index report 2004, Space
Security, visited in 22 March 2009,

<http://www.spaceecurity.org/ssi2004environment.pdf>

Space Security Index report 2008, Secure World Foundation, visited in 22
March 2009, <http://secureworldfoundation.
org/ssi2008environment.pdf>

United States Strategic command, visited
in 7 Augost 2009,
<http://www.stratcom.
mil/>
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Feb. 4[2009]*
accidental collision
low speed
Atlantic Ocean

NAVY`S HMS VANGUARD

*incident confirmed at 16 February 2009 by First Sea Lord
Jonathon Band in response to a
question at an unrelated event
[S28]

International ID : not found
Submarine Details
Country: United Kingdom
Base: HMNB Clyde

Builder:

ing

Vickers Shipbuilding and Engineer-

3 September 1986
4 March 1992
Comissioned: 14 August 1993
Crew: 121
Armament: 4x21 torpedo tubes
16 Lockheed Trident
2 D5 SLBMs ballistic missiles with 128
warheads
Spearfish torpedos
Dimension: length 149.9 m . beam 14.9 m .
draught 12 m
Electronic warfare: Thales UPM intercepr ESM
2x
Speed: 25 Knots [46 Km/h]
propulsion: 20 500 kW
Laid down:
Launched:

LE TRIOMPHANT

(S616)

International ID: not found
Submarine Details
Country: France
Base: Île Longue in Brittany

Builder:

9 June 1989
26 March 1994
Comissioned: 21 MArch 1997
Crew: 110
Armament: 16 M45 SLBM ballistic missiles
with TN 75 warheads
anti-submarine 4x533 tubes for F17 torpedoes
anti-surface Exocet SM39
Dimension: length 138 m . beam 12.5 m .
draught 10.6 m
Electronic warfare: ARUR 13
Speed: 25 Knots [46 Km/h]
Propulsion: 30 500 kW
Laid down:
Launched:

Feb. 11 [2009] 11:55 am EST
accidental in-orbit collision
energy spread equivalent to 22 tonnes of TNT
altitude of 490 mi . 789 km
102.46 degrees
above Taymyr Peninsula in Siberia
speed 11,65 Km/s [26,170mph]
LEO

IRIDIUM 33 (1997)
information developed and maintained by Chris Peat, Heavens-Above GmbH
USSPACECOM Catalog No.: 24946
International Designation code: 1997-051-C
Satellite Details
1,234-pound (560-kg)
Category: Military
Orbit: 779x788Km, 86.4º
Intrinsic brightness (Mag): 6.0 (at 1000km distance, 50% illuminated)
Maximum brightness (Mag): 4.9 (at perigee, 100%
illuminated)
Country: Unites States
Launch Date (UTC): September 14, 1997
Launch Site: Baikonur Cosmodrome, Kazakhstan
Launch Vehicle: Proton K
The orbit data is extrated from the following two-line
orbital elements,

1 24946U 97051c
09218.49000087
.00000074
00000-0
20251-4 0 7909
2 24946 086.3830 047.3874 0006139
220.1523 139.9215 14.32485203622790
Epoch (UTC):

2009

11:45:36, Thursday, August 6,

0.0006139
86.383º
Perigee height: 779km
Apogee height: 788Km
Eccentricity:
Inclination:

47.3874ª
220.1523º
day: 14.32485203
epoch: 139.9215º
epoch: 62279

Right AScension of ascending node:
Argument of perigee:
REvolutions per
Mean anomaly at
Orbit number at

IRIDIUM 33 DEB
1 35864U 97051E

09218.99000087

.00000075

00000-1

20251-4 0

1909

KOCMOC 2251

(1993)
information developed and maintained by Chris Peat, Heavens-Above GmbH
USSPACECOM Catalog No.: 22675
International Designation code: 1993-036-A
Satellite Details
1,984-pound (900-kg)
Category: Commercial
Orbit: 767x803Km, 74.0º
Intrinsic brightness (Mag): 6.3 (at 1000km distance, 50% illuminated)
Maximum brightness (Mag): 5.1 (at perigee, 100%
illuminated)
Country: Russia
Launch Date (UTC): June 16, 1993
Launch Site: Plesetsk Missile and Space Complex
The orbit data is extrated from the following two-line
orbital elements,

1 22675U 93036A
09218.49773334
.00000027
00000-0
19729-4 0 8836
2 22675 074.0307 054.8468 0025051
153.6455 206.5975 14.32049167842906
Epoch (UTC):

2009

11:45:36, Thursday, August 6,

0.0025051
74.037º
Perigee height: 767km
Apogee height: 803Km
Eccentricity:
Inclination:

54.8468º
153.6455º
day: 14.32049167
epoch: 206.5975º
epoch: 84290

Right AScension of ascending node:
Argument of perigee:
REvolutions per
Mean anomaly at
Orbit number at

COSMOS 2251 DEB
1 33757U 93036E
09218.97640471 -.00000001 00000-0 92716-5 0 1347
2 33757 074.0336 054.1993 0014373 080.5638 279.7146 14.31568286 25231
COSMOS 2251 DEB
1 33758U 93036F
09219.06598505 .00000236 00000-0 98356-4 0 1365
2 33758 074.0343 054.1216 0024236 135.1207 225.1908 14.31456122 25243
COSMOS 2251 DEB
1 33759U 93036G
09219.79210832 .00000488 00000-0 18740-3 0 1468
2 33759 074.0259 051.9174 0022135 138.3389 221.9448 14.32971996 25357
COSMOS 2251 DEB

MSX

(1996)
information developed and maintained by Chris Peat, Heavens-Above GmbH
USSPACECOM Catalog No.: 23851
International Designation code: 1996-024-A
Satellite Details
Category: Military
Orbit: 897 x 905Km, 99.0º
Intrinsic brightness (Mag): 6.3 (at 1000km distance, 50% illuminated)
Maximum brightness (Mag): 5.8 (at perigee, 100%
illuminated)
Country: United States
Launch Date (UTC): April 24, 1996
description: MSX was equipped with a cooled
infra-red sensor to detect and track missile test warheads. Since the coolant
evaporated, the other sensors onboard are
now being used to locate space debris that
has been lost by ground based radar.
The orbit data is extrated from the following two-line
orbital elements,

1 23851U 96024A
09207.16030638
0.00000020
00000-0
14141-4 0 05
2 23851 99.0076 283.8426 0005000
26.5707 333.4292 13.97855417 03
03:50:50, Sunday, July 26, 2009
0.0005000
Inclination: 99.0076º
Perigee height: 897km
Apogee height: 905km
Epoch (UTC):

Eccentricity:

MSX DEB
1 34815U
2 23815
MSX DEB
1 34816U
2 23816
MSX DEB
1 34817U
2 23817
MSX DEB
1 34818U

96024A
99.0076

09207.1603063C
0.00000021
00000-1
14241-4 0
283.8426 0005001 26.6807 333.4291 13.97866417

05
04

96025A
99.0076

09208.1603064C
0.00000021
00000-2
14241-4 1
283.8426 0005001 26.6807 333.4292 13.97866417

06
04

96026A
99.0076

09209.1603065C
0.00000021
00000-3
14241-4 2
283.8426 0005001 26.6807 333.4293 13.97866417

07
04

96026A

09209.1603065C

08

0.00000021

00000-4

14241-4 2

